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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Calling U
Friday, Dec. 13
Dinner honoring State Supreme Court
Chlet Justice David Chavez; Union Desert
Room; 7 p,m.
Circle K meeting; 9:16 p.m.; In the
Union.
Phi Sigma, biology honorary, dinner
meeting Friday, Dee. 13 at Underwood's
Bnr-B-Q Cafeteria; 7:16 p.m.
Dr. Peter Berger speaking on ''The Noise
of Solemn Af!.aembliesi" 7 :30 p.m. Kiva.
Peter L. Berger; to speak on 'The Re-ligioUB Establishment in Americai" Kiva;
7:SO p.m.
Rodey Theater production of 41Becket";
Rodey Theater; tlcltets on sale at Rodey box
office between 8:80 and 6:80 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 14
Christmas toy da.nee: Newman Center; 8
p.m.; admission is new toy or 75¢.
Rodey Theater production of HBecket";
Rodey theate1; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between a: SO and 6:80 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 15
Rodey Theater production of uBeck~t":
Roder Theater; tickets on sale at Roder box
office between 3: 80 and 6:80 p.m.
Las Campanas song festi 7 p.m.• Union.
Hanging of the Greens: will begin at
6:80 p.m.
Monday, Dee. 16
Town Club sorority Christmas motherdaughter dinner: Reddy's Rendezvous: 7
p.m.
l'eaee Corps placement language test;
l'lacement Center 8 o.m.
Tuesday, Dee. 17
Christmas music concert presented by

Announcements by
the UNM community will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
ia in effect.

the UNM chorus and full orebestra; l'op""
joy Hall; 8:16 p.m.
Peace Corps placement language test;
l'lacement Center 8 a.m.
Teacher Evaluation grading; 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m.; upstairs in the Union.
Wednesday, Dee. 18
Business Administration Students' As..
socia.tion uBitch In;" Room 281 A-C of the
Union; 11:30-1:30 p.m.
Piano recital by UNM duo-pianists
George Robert and Morton Schoenfeld; 8 :15
p.m.; Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
l'eaee Corps placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Pianists George Robert and Morton
Schoenfeld in two-Piano musi~ program;
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center; 8 ;15 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 19
Teacher evaluation grading; 6 :SO p.m. to
10 );),nt,j upstairs in the Union.
Peace Corps placement Ia~e test:
Placement Center 8 a.m.
UNM Performing Arts Film Series,
Marx Brothers; l'opcjoy Hall. 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $2 adults, $1.60 faculty, $1 students
and ebildren.
Friday, Dee. 20
l'lncement Center 8 a.m.
l'eace Corps placement language test;
Saturday, Dec. 21
Dr. J. A. Aguilar of Stanford University will interview tmdcrgrnduates inter..
ested in attending Stanford University
Medical School next September; 3:00 p.m.;
UNM Medical Science Library con!erence
room.
Gymnastic clinic; Johnson Gym auxiliary
gym; 9 :30 to 11 a.m.

SNARED! SNATCHED! STRAPPED!

"

Friday, December 13, 1968

Results Inconclusive Listen to
In Entertainment Poll KUNM
Scott Hannon, chairman of the
popular entertainment committee,
said that results were inconclusive on a music group poll taken
earlier this year.
He said, "There was evidence
of ballot box stuffing and there
was not enough student response."
"We only received about 500
ballots," said Hannon.
He said that another vote will
be taken at the same time as the
general elections next semester.
"Its kind of late," he said, "but
we want to give the students a
choice about next year's entertainment."
Voting machines will be used in.
the future elections. By using the
machines, Hannan said that he

,,

f'

Vol. 72

hopes to get more student voters.
The first 'poll was run in the
Friday, Nov. 15 Lobo. Students
voted for parti'cular groups in an
effort by the popular entertainment committee to allow students
to elect their own entertainment.

Want Ads

WHO WILL VOTE
FOR CAROL
LAZOR IK TODAY?
OH, I THINK.••
KAREN DAVENl'ORT
BSU
THE LOBO
DEBBIE CARPEZZA WRH
MARY FISCHER ZUNI !'RES.
STEVE VAN DRESSER

CHARLES K. FELDMAN'S JAMES

A SHATTERING11-C:E;;::p.LEOJLS.HJJ.
STUDY OF THE
•

"-HA-Mft~l\
..

•

t
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Cole Only Winner
Of Second Tern1

BOND 007

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer

17 International Stars Including:

FOR RENT
TWO Al'ARTMENTS. Inquire at Okie
Joe's, ask for Connie.
FOR SALE

PETER

URSULA

DAVID

SELLERS • ANDRESS • NIVEN •

1967 MONTESA SCORl'ION; competition
AND street equipped. many extras-Bee
to believe, MUST SELL. 1968 Husqvs.rna S60ce- $18660 bike goes to beat
offer over $900. World's foremost motoc>oss machine. Both at 216 Maple, NE.
SONY STEREO has·Garrard record
changer, excellent fidelity, like new, price
open, evenings 898-1709.
'68 RAMBLER, 4-dr. Sedan in exceDent
condition. New tires including snow tires.
New npholstery. Call 844·0943 daytime.
100 cc: YAMAHA twin MOTORCYCLEone owner. excellent condition. Trade for
plano. Call 877-4618.
UNIVERSITY AREA-Lovely large five
bdrm exec. home. 3 baths, formal dining
room. Please call Jo Mlnu!, Roger Cox &
Associates, 265-8557. After 6 p.m. call
846-0629.
1968 FORD FALCON 1' 0'1 ORA. One own·
er. Air conditioner, radio. Excellent con•
dition. 49,000 mi. 277·2922. 247-4884.

S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6 & 9

I.D. REQUIRED

0 Kl E J 0 E'S
HAPPY HOUR
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
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IN REAL TROUBLE
MR. GLABBER

'OIDNESE FIRE DRILL' l:he judge's unanimous choice for

LEADS THE
HOLIDAY
PLEASURE

OKIE JOE'S
1720 Central S.E.

242-2151

7362

In Tijerina Acquittal

By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Reies Lopez T i j e r i n a was
aquitted on three charges of kidnapping, armed raid on a court
house, and false imprisonment and
made "Friday the 13th unlur.ky
for prosecutor Alfonso Sanchez
and the greatest victory for the
poor," said Tijerina.
In final instructions to the
jury, Judge Paul Larrazolo revitalized the long-forgotten right

OPEN LATE
TONIGHT

BUY YOUR
ROOMMATE
A GIFT

This is a. portion of a display on the third filoor of Hokona Hall at
their open house Sunday.

Dines and Olmi disagreed on
the importance of these endorsements. Olmi said it was "hard to
Nine new student senators and determine" the effects of the enone incumbent were elected in dorsements. Dines said, "Any enFriday's elections.
dorsement is going to have some
Michael Cole was re-elected effect on the election. The enwith 516 votes. The new senators dorsed candidates get free pubare Tom Derryberry, 619 votes; licity."
Jeff Long, 596; Rob Knight, 590;
Olmi said he felt there was an
Doug MacCurdy, 584; Sandy increased interest in student govHeide, 550; Mary Anderson, 525; ernment. He pointed out that 29
Ken Gibson, 510; Carol Lazorik, candidates had run for 10 Senate
485; and Shirley Runyan, 477.
positions, while last spring, only
Associated Students President 13 candidates ran for 12 Senate
Jim Dines said he was looking posts, Olmi also said that 1606
forward to working with the nine students voted, which was an innew Senators.
crease over the number of students who voted on the ASUNM
Strong on Desire
"Even if they're somewhat budget last spring.
weak on experience, if they're
Two Greeks Defeated
strong on desire, we'll have a
Bill Cocke and Robert Speer,
good Senate," Dines said.
both Greeks, were defeated. Olmi
Senator Tony Olmi, an election and Dines both felt that the eleccommittee official, said that Der- tion results were no indication
ryberry's vote total was achieved that Greek influence had declined
because "Derryberry never missed or that any anti-Greek feeling
an opportunity to visit an organ- had built up on campus.
ization. No group saw him as a
Dines said the Greeks had run
threat."
very few candidates. Olmi said,
All the winning candidates re- "The Greeks made no real efceived endorsements from The fort to interview candidates like
Lobo or Residence Hall Council RHC did. The Greeks were not
(RHC). Derryberry, Knight, and · working real hard for their peoMacCurdy, three of the top four ple.''
vote-getters, got both Lobo and
Speer and Michael Cole were
RHC endorsements.
both incumbents. Speer lost and
Cole finished seventh of the tev..victorious candidates. Neither
Dines not Olmi felt this reflected
student disappointment with the
people now in Senate. Both said
the election results were due to
the kinds of camaigning done.

Right: of Citizen's Arrest Upheld

CINEMA
12

•

I

I

TYPING-Term Papers, theses, ete. 2688908. 600 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds- reportsPl'OI!'I1llllS • lettera • CHRISTMAS LET·
TERS - notices of meetings - lessons.
l'rompt-efllclent-reasonable. Call 256·
7373.

OPUS# 1

l

.,'

SERVICES

.

Senator~~/?

CASINO BRAI.II

GIRL WANTED to share apartment. Walk
to campus, $35 mo., utilities Included,
call 842·5696, after 5 p.m.
EVELYN WOOD Reading Drnnmies wlll
improve your reading speed measurably.
For proof come in :Cor n free mini-lesson
every Monday night in the Union, room
250A at 6:80 p.m.
l'LAYBOY & NEWSWEEK available now
before rate increases on J"an. 1. These
make excellent gifts for Christmas &
Chnnukn. Other magazines at student
rates include l'SYCHOLOGY TODAY,
Sl'ORTS ILLUSTRATED, ESQUIRE.
The American Bank of Commerce in the
Union has the details.
HELPl-Aibuquerque Job Corps Women
need reading material. Old magazines,
books, etc., should be left in the Lobo
office. Or call Jan 277-4202, 1-8 Mon.Thurs.
WANTED - Riders to Salt Lake City.
Leave Dec. 20 or 21, caD 266·1178 after
12:00 p.m.

r·-
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Nine New U

l'ERSONALS
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EX ICO

i
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An intense body throbbing plunge into pure electronic ecstasy.
SHOW LEADER by Bruce Baillie
VALENTIN DE LAS SIERRAS '>Y Bruce Baillie
Bruce has a personal message for you
which he dellvers in naked persoe1.
HEXAGRAMS abstraction involving an overlong tortgue,.·~

ll;Cllltltlf~~....., •• ,.,. .... CIDLD The unpredict;mle twenty-bumper Joy Bang, now ......." ...•
twitche:a.
up, m Meyers se~ parody of Antonioni's "Blow Up"

of citizen's arrest. A citizen can
make such an arrest if he belie-;es that a felony has been committed. "The jury of six. men and
six women has vindicated the
rights of citizens against. police
oppression," said Tijerina.
A tt o .r n e y Bill Higgs said,
"Since the Magna Carta, the
ancient right of citizen's arrest
has been held as equal in impor.
tance as trial by jury." Higgs
p o in ted to the United States'

Grade. Point Applied
To Pass-Fail Marks
The pass-fail grading system
is being used :in some UNM
courses but the results are still
being interpreted on the standard
four point system.
The exceptions to the four ·point
system at UNM include: certain
courses at the Fine Arts College
where students may choose to be
graded by either the four point
method or the credit-no- credit
method, at the School of Medicine
students are graded with superior, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory
marks, and in honor classes where
s t u d e n ts receive one of three
grades: A, credit, or no credit.
UNM Registrar and Director
of Admissions J. C. MacGregor
stated; "A grade point many times
accompanies a transferring student's credits in pass-fail classes.''
School )lakes Inquiries
Officials at the UNM Graduate
School ask universities of applying students for the exact meaning of the students ,pass-fail
marks. Officials added that they
usually receive the information
.
they require.
UNM stud en t s interviewed

were evenly divided over the
merits of the four point system.
One student said the four point
system was "alright". When asked, those students in favor of
the pass-fail being used to a
greater degree stated they were
not organizing alternative plans
to the four point system to present for faculty consideration.
Some Students Disoriented
Dr. Robert Stone, dean of the
School of Medicine, said many
students receiving grades on the
satisfactory- unsatisfactory system sometimes feel disoriented
and want to know how satisfactory their efforts were.
Donald McRae, Assistant Dean
of the 'Fine Arts College, reports
that many instructors are making
notations of how far students are
from receiving credit or not receiving credit.
When asked what effect grades
have upon students, UNM paychiartrist Dr. Henry Blake stated
that grades were not usually the
student's i)rimary source of anxiety.

"history of lynchings by Anglos"
as a perversion of the right of
citizen's arrest, since the right
does not entail prosecution and
punishment. Higgs said the right
of citizen's arrest should stand
up in other states since the law
is so clear on this matter. However, the penalties for an unlawful arrest are likely to be severe,
Higgs said.
Change In Terminology
The day after Tijerina acquittal, the Albuquerque Journal referred to the Tierra Amarilla incident as a "gun battle". The
Associated Press also used "gun
violence" instead of "raid." "This
change in terminology was realized after 18 months of slandering
and incriminating Tijerina and
after a verdict of not guilty of
assault on a jail was reached,"
said Higgs.
"I only hope that after this
great victory, my people - the
Indo-Hispano - will get rid of
their fear of the organized es·
tablishment," Tijerina said.
"The most important thing in
my mind and heart when I decided to .defend myself," said
T i j e r i n a, "was to redeem the
honor, identity, and courage of
my people and to provide a way
wherein the poor can get justice
without the money the rich have
to buy .political justice.''
Conveys 'True Feeling'
"No lawyer in the U.S. could.
bring across the true feeling
DIRIIIIIl!!!JlRIIIIIIIllllnnmllllliiiiiU~DIUiliRIRRIIIIniii!IHIIHIIIIRIRRIIIII
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and spirit of the interests in question - which are property rights
and civil rights, including the
right to make a citizen's arrest,"
Tijerina said. "That's why I felt
only I could get that human touch
across to the minds of the jury."
"From a professional point of
view, no lawyer could have defended this case as well as Reies,"
said Higgs.
"Mr. Tijerina had to protest
that he was being denied the equal
protection of the laws since the
state was being allowed to do
(Continued on page 2)

Evaluation Poll
Nears Finish
Over 280 professors have
agreed to participate in the
teacher ilvaluation program now
in progress on the UNM campus,
said Dusty Dittberner, head of
the evaluation committee.
The students, and even the radical groups, have been very favorably impressed with faculty response, she said.
The evaluation forms are being
graded and tabulations are to be
completed by Dec. 21. The specific publication date of evaluation
results has not been set but Miss
Dittberner said it will definitely
be before second-semester registration.
"Several professors have said
they would pa,-ticipate in an evaluation second semester," continued
Miss Dittberner.
Several interesting replies have
been received, including one :from
a student in Math 010 who wanted
to know if there was a lower math
course. Another rated a course
with all the highest possible
grades, but did not recommend
the course to others.

UNM Students
Eligible To Vote
In Tax Election
UNM students who are eligible
can vote in the education surtax
election today.
The only qualification for voting is that a person must be 21
and must have lived within the
state for one year, in Bernalillo
County for 90 days, and in his
present precinct for 30 days. A
person does not have to be a
registered voter to vote in this
election.
If passed, the 43% one-time
surcharge on the state income tax
will provide $3.085 million for
use by the city schools during the
second semester.
In an interview with Lobo reporters Dec. 12, Gov. David Cargo said, "I am for it, but it will
be defeated, like the flouride issue, down in the Valley.''
He does not think the surtax
will pass because "the people in
the Valley can not afford it and
do not want to pay more taxes."
Cargo feels much of the opposition comes from fear that the surtax will not be removed at the
end of a one year period. He assured Till! Lobo that if the measure passes, "it will be for only
a year.''.
The tax, if passed, will provide money for salaries for an
additional 100 teachers for second semester, a once-only salary
hike for Albuquerque Public
School employees, school texts and
supplies, and emergency mainten~
ance for school buildings.
The polls will be open from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m. today. There will
be 187 polling places open instead
of the uaual 355.
-'
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ROBERT BURTON
Editor

WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University· year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on tho editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
. author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico.

l-long Kong Flu May Grow Into Epidemic

I:

L
:

In Student Movements

ATLANTA (UPI)-Health officials predicted a three month
seige Friday and said the worst is
still to come in the current, nationwide outbreak of influenza
and respiratory diseases which already has claimed 700 lives.
"It appears we're at the beginning of a national epidemicnot at the peak of it," a spokesman for the National Communicable Disease Center (NCDC)
declared.

* **

Militants Fare Poorly

"The bumper on impact breaks the grill which punctures
the radiator emptying the cooling system whi'ch burns up
the engine cutting off the power brakes thus permitting a
rear-end collision!"

Letters
Lip Service
To The Editor:
In comment upon Mr. Randall's
letter of Dec. 3, I think it was
General Hamilton's intent that
war certainly is one means of implementing ideas to which a generation has been paying lip serv---·-·icae-·and--·I-really think it makes

little difference whether the war
. :; -...iii internal or external. Mr. Ran-

dall is prescient in hindsight for
I doubt if he is ·aware that General Hamilton was the command-

Letters are welcome, nnd should
be no longer than 260 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone number and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

er of allied forces during the disasterous Gallipoli Campaign of
World War I and some believe his
direction of the campaign was indeed irresponsible, Read Gallipoli
by Alan Moorehead. Can anyone
doubt that the civil strife which
tears at the American Way of
Life is anything but the surfacing
o:f problems we have all long talked about but failed to recognize
through committed action directed toward rectifying t h e
problems.
William Turner

Citizen's Arrest: Upheld;
. Reies Tijerina Acquitted
(Continued :from page 1)
things which had been forbidden
to him," said Higgs.
Six Rebuttal Witnesses
.: During the trial, the state call'ed six rebuttal witnesses, three of
w h i c h were ·previously unannounced. One of these witnesses,
l'cipriano Padilla, county clerk at
a'ierra Amarilla would not an:SWer questions concerning wheth;er Tijerina had ordered his companions to take prisoners. Tijerina
!.asked him,. "Can you tell the jury
~by you changed your testimony
.when under oath in Santa Fe?"
!'Padilla refused to answer and
;Judge Larrazolo would not order
~him to respond to the question,
'Tijerina said.
(i Higgs said that State Police
~Chief Joe Black received police
}bfficers' statements after the Tier1J:a Amarilla incident and · then
11
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sent the statements back to officers for revision.
"District Attorney Sanchez
spent 20 of his last 30 minutes of
rebuttal defending himself to the
jury," Higgs said. "I might have
been wrong but we have to ;protect the property of citizens,"
Sanchez told the jury.
Defending 'His People'
Tijerina, addressing the ·jury
for the last time, said, "The state
is Pontius Pilate washing its
hands of responsibility and leaving the blood on your hands if
you do this deed you are asked.
" •.. Like David, I have picked
up the 5 stones not to attack Goliath, the state, but only to defend
myself and my people."
The Alianza is planning to ask
the Civil Rights Commission to
hold i)Ublic hearings in New Mexico to investigate the land grant
issue.

(CPS) - Fall 1968 has not
been a good season for the student movement. Student militants
have come out on the short end
at the three major campus confrontations to date - Berkeley,
NYU and San Francisco State.
At Berkeley the Regents finally let Black Panther leader and
author Eldridge Cleaver give his
lectures for Social Analysis 139X,
but without credit. When students
sat-in to protest the denial of
credit, chancellor Roger Heyns
suspended 72 of them.
Cleaver, meanwhile, didn't get
to deliver his last three lectures;
his parole was cancelled and he
dissappeared (at this writing he
still hasn't been found).
NYU Strike
New York University summarily dismissed John Hatchett, black
head of the Martin Luther King
Center, after the New York Times
drummed up allegedly anti-semitic remarks. An attempted student strike failed miserably when
black and white militants couldn't
get together at the commuter
school.
At San Francisco State College,
Chancellor Glen Dumke fired English professor and Black Panther
George Murray over the protests
of everyone, including Campus
President Robert Smith who was
forced to' resign last week. He
was replaced by semanticist S.
I. Hayakawa who thinks more
police action is necessary on cam'IJUS.

Historical View of Events
It's best to look at these defeats in historical context. For
the first time since the student
movement lifted off eight years
ago, no off-campus issue is clearly
in focus.
Student involvement started
with the civil-rights movement
in the early 1960's. It was relatively easy to organize student
militants against racist brutality
in the south. Similarly the move
to ban the bomb and abolish the
neo-fascist House Un-American
Activities Committee were solid
causes.
The war in VietNam naturally

created a peace movement. Student protests were crucial in
starting the wave of sentiment
that led to the Paris peace talks
and the bombing halt. But now
that the anti-war movement has
subsided and the presidential
elections are over, it is only natural that students should turn
back to campus issues: an AfroAmerican study- center at NYU,
special black curriculum at Berkeley, or the right of an outspoken black militant to teach at
SF State.
Campus Issues Tricky
So far, though, events at these
three schools suggest that campus issues are far trickier to organize around than 1Jeace, civil
rights or politics. For one thing,
they are more subtle,
'Televised American burning of
peasant villages in Viet Nam
or the clubbing of black marchers
in Selma creates instant militants
ready to do what is necessary to
bring peace and curb racism. But
winning academic credit for 200
Berkeley students enrolled in
Social Analy-sis 139X is not nearly as emotional a cause, and it
touches fewer students.
Organization Difficult
Even when students are agitated, at NYU, organization is difficult. During the crisis over Hatchett the black militants naturally
felt they should run the strike
around "their issue.'' Whites who
wanted to get involved were cut
off into a second leadership-thus
halting the radical base and rendering the strike impotent. It was
easier when the cause was "interracial" - like peace in Viet
Nam.
More important, even when the
cause and radical base exist, there
are serious problems. The radicals
at San Francisco State had both
the faculty and the administration
be h i n d them in their protest
against the firing of George :Murray.
Burning Issue
But there are few burniny issues in California now. Governor
Reagan wants to stay in the national limelight. He is more than
willing to bring in the National

Guard to crush the radicals. Clearly Attorney General Ramsey
Clark is not going to intervene
here to protect the freedom of the
campus (the right of Murray to
teach among other things) as
Bobby Kennedy did at Alabama.
Of course things aren't everywhere. The C o I u m b i a radicals
have won a number of their demands from last spring. President
Grayson Kirk is out (although
this isn't much of a change since
no one saw biro. anyWay in the old
days).
The school has loosened its
ties with the Institute for Defense Analysis, and broken off two
war research labs, stopped the
controversial gym in Morningside
Park, slowed expansion in the
ghetto and begun some curricular reform.
Columbia Doing Better
Clearly Columbia has been doing
a bit better than NYU, Columbia,
or SF State. In part this ean be
ex-plained by the fact that the
radicals stick largely with offcampus issues such as IDA, slum
removal, and to some extent the
gym. For increasingly the campus
boundary is becoming the dividing line between success and failure.
At Michigan the administration
gleefully bailed out several hundred students protesting a cut-off
of welfare checks. But when 72
students sat-in at Berkeley to protest the denial o:f credit for 139X,
Chancellor Heyns t.hanked them
for their concern about the academic process by suspending them.
Universities Get Edgy
The universities are getting increasingly edgy as students turn
away from nice off-campus issues
(like peace and civil rights) to
attack the roots of racism and
militarism in the schools themselves. This is war -tackling the
very foundation of the educational
establishment.
Since the universities have ·PO·
lice, national guard and political
establishment at their side, it appears they won't take their medicine. Meaningful campus reform
will become tougher.

Lobo Review

Less

'Junk'

By WAYNE R. LAZORIK
There is usually one big problem with underground films and
that's sitting through a couple of
hours of junk for a few minutes
of genius. This past weekend the
problem was reduced by the 1Jresentation of two programs, the

STAFF

Grant HarV-ey
Sarah Laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne O'Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, Anne O'Brien, Shannon Robinson, Scott
Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith, Susan Craig,
Jack Austin, Bill Guthrie, David Hutson, John Mildlav
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Tony Louderbough, Bob lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Grant Harvey
David Baker
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Seen

Bell and Howell collection of California underground presented in
Popejoy Hall and the Ann Arbor
Film Festival Part 3 at Don Pancho's.
If you're impatient but still
want to keep in touch, this is the
route to go, Someone has done a
lot of the dirty work, weeding
out the real losers. A few losers
slip through (no one is perfect)
but by and large the ;programs
were very presentable. In the Bell
and Howell series were samples
of much of what is going on. One
peace march film (what are you
going to do with all the boring
march footage? )-put on a pro•
vocative sound track, one eye
blinking, tongue sticking out, rose
in teeth, tongue in cheek animated
face film, one pondorus homosexual message film, one Bruce Bail·
lie film (in this case MASS for
the Dakota Siourx; sub-titled "No
ch.ance for me to live mother, you
mtght as well mourn"} ; one of his
better films-----! swear I saw Mr.
Hayasi somewhere. One electronic
music solarized color freak-out
iilm, one lesser Bruce Conner
(Cosmic Ray is still the classic) ,
and one condensing 3000 years of
art history into three minutes.
And others.

***

***

Health Center Busy
With Viral Infections
No cases of the Hong Kong flu
have been reported at UNM although a large number of students with "mild upper respiratory viral infections" have been
treated at the Student Health
Center, ·said Dr. A. K. Young.
Young, director of the Health
Center, stresses that this infection should not be confused with
the Hong Kong flu. "The State
Health Department has not identified any cases of Hong Kong
flu in New Mexico," he said.
Young said that the number of
cases of colds, sore throats, and
flu on campus were "normal for
the season and the weather.'' He
said, "The biggest epidemic on

I
\

II ,
I I

i

this campus is rumor."
The amount of infection on
campus is "nothing serious and
nothing to be alarmed about," said
Young.
Other universities across the
nation have reported flu cases at
a rate that is about twice the national average, reported United
Press International (UPI).
Winston-Salem State College in
North Carolina reported yesterday that about 100 of its BOO students were suffering from an illness characterized by high fever
and "general aching.'' Health officials are conducting tests to see
if it is the Hong Kong flu, said
UPI.

Draft: Call for February
Up t:o Nine Month l-ligh

i)
1

j[
.I

II

l

I

I

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The the draft calls were being set at
Defense Department Thursday is- levels to maintain the army close
sued a draft call for February of to its present strength of 1,496,33,700 men-the highest quota in 000 men. The Marine Corps
strength is 308,000.
nine months.
The quotas are still below the
This is some 7,000 above Janupeak
of 48,000 reached last April
ary, reflecting a first step to make
when
the services were still inup for the early release of Nacreasing
their strength .
tional Guardsmen and Reservists
February's
quota is the highwho were called up early this
est since 45,900 were inducted last
year.
May. The draft dropped to 20,000
The February total compares in June. The lowest of the year
with an induction quota of 26,800
November,
previously set for January, and \was 10,000 in /•--=.-:..-·
..___,,
with a December call of 17,500.
The draft in February, 19GB, was
We feature
23,300.
The Pentagon said 32,200 of
exciting
the February draftees will be aspetites
signed to the army, and that 1500
for the
will go into the Marine Corps.
soph;~:!dated
The Marines are geLting 2,500
men from this month's draft.
Come by soon
An increase in draft calls was
we think you
will agree
indicated last week when plans
were completed to grant early releases to 37,000 army and air
Open Dally 10·7
force national guardsmen and reSunday 12-7
servists who were called to active duty last January and April.
The total draft for the current
fiscal year, ending next July 1, is
now expected to be about 260,000,
with 174,000 of them being inducted during the first half of
\ OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA .
1969.
\
{
Din! 243·7909
The Defense Department said
.~--~==-=--.....,....--

500 pupils and 70 faculty members had the flu.
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, said as far as
he knew there was no merit to the
rumor that classes would be cancelled because of illness at UNM.
Catholic University in Washington also announced Friday it
would close for the holidays early,
beginning Saturday. Of the 1400
students who live on campus,
more than 700 reportedly were
down with the flu this week.
Deaths AbDVe Normal
Statistics compiled by NCDC
from 122 cities for the week ending Dec. 7 showed 700 pneumoniainfluenza deaths above the usual
number :for this time of year,
shooting the NSDC's chart line
above the epidemic level for the
first time this season.
For technical reasons, NCDC
said it preferred to wait another
week before definitely attributing
the exessive deaths to the fast
spreading Hong Kong flu.
Other officials were less reticent
in directly blaming the flu bug
for their woes. Postmaster General W. Marvin Watson warned
that Christmas mail might be delayed by the outbreak, although
so far postal authorities have
been able to cover the jobs of
those out sick by working others
overtime.
"Never Ending Circle"
"But it's kind of a never ending
circle," said Watson. "The more

In addition, General Motorsthe largest industrial employer
in the greater Cleveland areasaid absenteeism at its five plants
was ranging 25 to 50 ller cent
above normal, and Ford Motor
Co. reported double the normal
number of employes out sick.
Cleveland health director Dr. E.
Frank Ellis was one of those
fellr>d by the bug, as was Chicago
Mayor Richard J. Daley, who
missed a city council meeting Friday for the first time since he
took office in 1955.

you work people, the more susceptible they become."
He said there has been an "abnormally high absence" rate
among postal employes in the New
England area, and reported the
metropolitan New York area also
has been "particularly hard hit."
Watson pinpointed other flu
pockets, so far as the postal service is concerned, as Covington,
Va., many areas nf Pennsy-lvania
and New Jersey, Cleveland, Ohio,
Tucson and Phoenix, Ariz., and
Los Angeles.

.·

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, Gcnnan, and others ...)
lunch t1:3o-2:3o dinner 5:3o-g:3o

413 Romero St. N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

2

blocks N.W.
242-4986

It's hard to miss a
class that's just next
door. The College Inn
..,,,n1.rl~~r
to
next
IS
everything.
•

•
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In Films
Don Pancho's midnight showing
included some of the same types
as well as one "you can play your
favorite i)op music with your
home movies and it's a gas", one
''try to do the HollyWood thing
and if it comes out bad call it a
parody," and One "cut up girley
magazines and do social comment
cartoon".
One film, Chinese Fire Drill by
Will Hindle, included in both pro-grams deserves special mention.
It won first prize in Ann Arbor,
but you will have to see it yourself to know what it's about.
When if ever it will be ·back in
Albuquerque after playing a day
apart in the two places that are
likely to show it, is hard to say.
Popejoy Hall has two more programs in its series to be announced, and on December 28, Part 4
of the Ann Arbor Film Festival
will be shown at Don Pancho's.
If you haven't seen an Andy Warhol film (everyone should see at
least one), Dec. 21 may be your
last chance for awhile. Don Pancho's is presenting Loves of Oncline at its midnight showing.
Ondine, the Pope in Chelsea Girls,
has talent and besides, this is the
latest Warhol film and he's become increasingly less-boring, .

The peak, officials said, would
be reached in mid-January and
begin fading out toward the end
of February.
Many Schools Close
Two schools in the Cleveland
area, Ursuline College and St.
Augustine Academy, Friday joined the long list of schools that
have closed early for the Christmas holidays because of the bug.
A spokesman at Ursuline said
about one third of the school's

-

BUTTERFIELD your personal service jeweler

blossom

let
Ernest
Butterfield
certified gemologist
advise and
help you with
your selection.
STUDENT CREDIT!

'
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Five minutes to Mitchell Hall
one minute to Central and the buses
The diningroom is just down the hall
(that's where you get the free seconds at every meal except Saturday
evening, and the continental breakfast for the late sleepers.)

The barbershop is just around the corner ... next to
the heated swimming pool.

!
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I~Jer,elers

303 Ash St. N.E.

243-2881

e

OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL 9
2312 Central SE opposite Popejoy Hall
,.
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Calling U

MondaY, Dec. 16
Town Club sorority Cllristm"" mother.
daughter dinner; Reddy's Rendezvous; 7
Pem.

Pence Corps placement lanl11'8ge test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 17
Christmas music concert presented by
the UNM chorus and full orchestra; Pope. joy Hall; 8:15p.m.
Pence Corps placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Teacher Evaluation grading; 6:30 p,~r~.
to 10 p.m.; Upstairs in the Union.
Wedn.,day, Dec. 18.
Twentidh annual spaghetti dinner wlll
he held bf chemical engineers; Chemical
Engineering Department: 7 p.m.
Business Administration Students' As·
~~ia~ion "Bitch In:" Room 231 A-C of the
'Union; 11:30·1:30 p.m.
Piano recital by UNM duo-pianists
George Robert and Morton Schocn!cld; 8 :16
p.m.; Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
Peace Corps Placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Pianists George Robert and Morton
Schoenfeld in two-piano music program;
Recital Hall, l'ine Arts Center; 8:16 p.m.
Th11rsday, Dec. 19
Teacher evaluation grading; 6 :30 p.m. to

RENT A

Announcements by
the UNM commun•
lty will be necepted
at The Lolx> omcc.
A 24-hour deadline
fa l:n effect.

lll p.m.; up•tsirs in the Union,

Peace Corps placement language test;
Plo.cement Center 8 a.m.
UNM Performing Arts Film Series,
Marx Brothers; Popejoy Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $2 adults, $1.50 faculty, $1 students
and children.
Friday, Dec. 20
Pence G<Jrps placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Sat1.1rdaY, Dec. 21
Dr. J. A. AgUilar of Stanford University will interview undergraduates inter.
csted in attending Stanford University
Medlen! School next Septeml>er; 3:00 p.m.;
UNM Medical Science Library conference
room.
Gymnastic clinic; Jobnson Gym auxiliary
gym; 9;30 to 11 a.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 7
AloYs and Alfons Kcntarsky, piano duettlsts from Cologue, Germany; recital in
Recital Hall of the UNM Fine Arts Cj!Jl·
ter; 8:15 p.m.
Weduesday. Jnnf 8
UNM Concert Band concert; B:15 p.m.;
Popeioy Hall; guest conductor Curmcn
Dragon.
Friday, Jan. 10
41 Man
o£ Ln Mancha"; Popejoy Hall;
8:15p.m.
'Man of La Mancha;" Popejoy Hall; 8:15

p.m.

Tux FROM

MISTER TUX

I

I

I
I

2 Locations To
Serve You

I·

!

3003 Central N.E.
(Near the Triangle)
2109 San Mateo N.E.

FREE
PERSONALIZED CHECKS& UNM
CHECKBOOK COVERS

Student Group Advocates
New Educational Methods
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
·
A group of UNM students bas
been circulating pbamphlets advocating a change in educative
methods, and giving ideas for new
courses which may supposedly be
taken for credit, beginning next
semester.
·
O;f the nine courses listed in
the pamphlet only one, called
"Group Behavior Uninstitutionalized," and numbered Sociology
331, has a professor. Visiting Professor Odd Grande cf the Sociology department has volunteered
to teach this course, but none of
the other courses have professors
listed.
The course plan includes the
rese11rching of campus movements such as SDS, fraternities,
and Radical Rush; studying fads
and cults in American youth; the
contacting of
anti-movement
groups like riot police, and spending a night in a police prowl car.
Favor Good Lectures
"Many styles of learning can
proceed in the same class session," says the pamphlet. "We
are not for the total abolition of
lectures-a good lecture is a
catalyst, a poor one a sedative •.•
the use of different media can encompass role playing, contacts <Iff
campus, films, tapes, and panels."
"We must be able to present
our ideas for evaluation in a class
which encourages mutual respect
for what each has to <~ffer,"
states the first page. "We as,students are ready to assume more
of the responsibilities for developing our courses and goals."
The courses suggested in the
pamphlet encompass philosophy,
English, political science, sociology, education, and geology.
Almost without exception, the
courses listed suggest an initial
week of "communication exer-

cises" in which class members
can become acquainted and organize themselves. In this respec;t,
the pamphlet is not specific as
to what the "communfc;1tion exercises" are, but leaves it up to
the readers imagination and curiosity.
One Class Schedule
Even th-ro'llgh only one of the
courses (the sociology course to
be taught by Professor Grande)
is listed in the class schedule for
next semeoter, students are urged
in the pamphlet to contact the
students listed under each course
and talk to a professor. No mention is made of whether or not
the courses have been accepted by
the administration for credit.
Literature courses, complete
with reading lists include Black
Humor, subtitled Pornography,
Science Fiction and Fantasy, and
Mystery and Spy Stories. Dare

At Last
The First An11ual Albuquerque

Porter, at 256-7546 is the contact
for English courses.
Courses under the general
heading of philosophy• include
Utopia and Communal Life, God
Concept, and Occult, subtitled
Mysticism. Some of those courses
are also listed under departmental headings of education and
sociology.
Also listed is a course in Black
Studies (listed under History,
Political Science, and Sociology)
and a geology course which "will
delve into the relationship between man, his resources and his
environment."
For more information about the
geology courses, Bill Turner at
242-9676 is to be contacted. The
Black Studies contact is Nelson
Valdez at 242-·U35, and one of
the persons listed in the philosophy department is Charlotte
Bronson, at 298-9246.

ltlnlibay lnrk 111tsttual
December 27 at Tingley Coliseum in the State fair Grounds
One Night Only
Starring

STEJPJPEN

***

Man's place in the universe is
defined in "Of Stars and Men,"
an animated movie to be shown

OLF

"Born to be Wild" "Magic Carpet Ride"
Featuring

~ampusBriefs
Dr. Gilbert Merkx., assistant
professor of sociology at UNM,
will present a paper titled "Revolutionary Ideology in Argentina"
Dec. 30 in Dallas, Tex.
The paper, which will be pre·
sented during the meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, deals with
the stands taken by different
groups in Argentina which oppose government. It will also relate to the social background of
these groups and the climate of
the times.
Dr. Merkx has a special research interest in Argentina and
has published several articles in
this area.
This is Merkx's first year on
the UNM faculty. He received his
doctorate and master's degrees
from Yale University and his
bachelor's degree from Harvard
University.
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in the Union theater tomorrow at
4:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
The two showings are jointly
sponsored by the General Honors
Program, the Physics Club, and
the Philosophy Club.
The film was conceived and narJ•ated by Dr.· Harlow Shapley, a
Harvard astronomer and president of the Institute of Religion
in an Age of Science.
The public is invited.

THE GRASS ROOTS
"Moonlight Confessions" "Bella Linda"
Direct From England

***

Spencer :Davis (jroup

Dr. J. A. Aguilar of Stanford
University will interview UNM
undergraduates interested in attending Stanford Medical School
next Septembe-r.
Applicants must be from a community of minority groups to be
eligible for entry into the Stanford' University School of Medicine under a special program.
Interviews are scheduled for
Saturday, Dec. 21, at 3 p.m. at
the UNM Medical Science Library
conference room, at 900 Stanford
N.E.

"Keep On Running" "Give Me Some Loving"

rltree tJog /Vigltt
"Nobody"
Plus Special Guests (In Last Appearance Before European Tour)

ANN

"On The Road Again" ''Go in' Up Country"
Also From Albuquerque

19

.
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- DoLLARs
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BLUE MARBLE FAUN
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''The Battle Is Over"
And Introducing.

The American Bank of Commerce on-c.tmpus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free check·
book cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Com·
merce is convenient and professionally prepared to help you,

AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE
Downstairs
at the
New Mexico Union
Call247·1021

TENDER LOVING CARE
By Popular Demand

RENE & RENE
Extra Added Attraction
With Their No. 1 Record "Lo Mucha Que To Quiro" "Angelita"
Total Involvement

cA. slwrt.-tempered man from CWheeling,
Lost his cool and went clear through the ceiling,
'&he.night he found out
'&hat the Schlitz had run out.
']\(gw his head and his ceiling are healing.

PICCADILLY LIGHT SHOW
Sound By McQUEN
ALL SEATS RESERVED Call 268-2497 For Ticket Info 24 hrs. a Day
$2.75- 3.75- 4.75- 5.75
Tickets Available At Riedlings, Record Rendezvous, and at The Door
1!.
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Alpha

Tau Omega

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
Alph~ Tau Omega hit on eight
[)traight foul shots in the final
1:24 of play to outlast a determined Sigma Alpha Epsilon team
64-54, and-l;l;!.ke the championship
of their:·own first annual ATO
Basketbml Tourney Saturday at

Johnson Gym.
With the score at 56-50 and
1:24 to go, ATO's Steve Suiter
calmly sank two :foul shots for a
58-50 lead. The SAE's added a
field goal, then ATO reeled off six
mo:re free throws for an unsurmountable 64-52 lead with 30 seconds remaining-two by Mike

Country Barn
Every Monday & Tuesday
Special
For Those Chilly Days
HOT BOWL OF CHILl
New Mexico Style

ONLY

19¢

No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or toke it home

Look for the Yellow Roof
2400 Central SEacrass from campus
Extra parking in rear

Takes

Courtney, two more by Suiter,
and the final two by Dave Zuber.
ATO Commands

Tourney

ended the game with 13 points.
Little Glen Three Stars, a
kicker on the Wo~fpup freshman
squad, turned in hts second determined game with· nine points and
several blocked passes for Alpha
Tau
The SAE's were paced by the
quarterbacking of blond guard
and tourney standout Bob Faford,
who contributed 14 counters for
the losers. Johnstone with 13,
Bruce Nesbit with 10, and Steve
Kremmel with eight rounded out
the SAE's sco:dng attack
.
. . ·
Omega l's1 Pht Wms
In the battle for third place in
the tournament between Omega
Psi Phi and Sigma Chi, it was
Harold Bailey 33, Sigma Chi 26.
Sigma Chi was suffering :from
a lack of manpower due to a
rigorous party schedule the night
before, and showed up With only

ATO was in command from the
start, jumping out to an early
lead and waltzing in with a 31-19
bulge at halftime. Suiter, who
tallied 23 points for the afternoon to lead all scorers, was hotter than a pistol the first half. He
hit on seven of nine field goalsall from the outside,
A big reason for ATO's success was the effective work done
by Howard Strong on SAE giant,
Pete Johnstone. Johnstone, one of
the finest players in the tournament, was closely guarded by
Strong and was limited to his
tourney low of 13 points. He
fouled out with 3:24 remaining
in the game.
Strong Has 13
Strong, who also fouled out,

LOBO

NEW
MEXICO

SPORTS

Editor ....

MIKE PERRY
Writers . . .

JOHN MOSER
BOB LOWDER

Title
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six plaor::ers, o~ly one of whom
started m preVIOUs games. .
Former UNM track star Balley
:shot over, u:nder, ~round and
through the S1g five, m the game
that had a final score of 6'1-26.
Ray "Frog" Jordon augmented
the Omega Psi. a~tack with his
usual hal·d-chargmg . affluenk,
pushing through 16 pomts. Tr~co~
football great Rene Mat 8
added seven for the Omegas.
.All Hus~led Hard
The S1gma Ch1 guys that. showed up deserve a lot of pra1se for
doing just that. Even though they
were J:Un into the ground, they
never stopped hustling, fruitless
as it was to the final outcome.
George Brantly had nine and
Frank Vainisi seven for Sigma
Chi.
A highlight of the tourney was
the selection of the all-tournament squad, whose members received trophies for their work in
the four-day affair. Named the
best five were:
Harold Bailey, Omega Psi Phi;
Howard Strong, Alpha Tau
Omega;
Pete Johnstone, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon;
Steve Suiter, Alpha Tau
Omega;
Bob Faford, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

AfteL· last week's excellent performance during the Rocky Mountain Invitational, Coach Rusty
Mitchell and his gymnasts take
bypass competition until Dec. 25.
That's when he'll take his troops
to Tucson, Ariz. for the Western
Clinic on the U nivel'Sity of Arizona campus.
The meet will run Dec. 25-31.
Last week's meet brought UNM
excellent awards via its fine gymnasts.
UNM sophomore Stormy Eaton

I

We have fashions to pamper you . . . and great
Christmas goodies.

The javelina or peccary found
in the Southwestern United
States is a highly gregarious animal and is always found in
small groups. When one o:f their
number has been hurt, entire
J)acks have been known to attack a hunter.

2937 Monte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)

Give the gift of comfort

(HIJ Pope~oy HaU
PERFORMING ARTS FILMS SERIES
Presents
Groucho, Chico, Harpo, Zeppo Marx
Make War & Love in Fredonia

.

m
For last-minute Christmas shoppirtg you can't beat PARIS
and HUSH PUPPIES. Choose from the largest selection of
sizes and styles in the Southwest. Or, give a boxed Gift
Certificate for any amount. Beautiful gift-wrapping while
you wait.

DUCK SOUP
Then Invade A College Campus
•
m

HORSE FEATHERS
THURSDAY-DECEMBER 19-7:30 P.M.
Adults $2.00-Fac. $1.50 Students $1.00
Tel. 277·3121

I. Downtown

•

Winrock • Uptown

eaptured the Outstanding Perf()rmer title at the meet held Dec.
6-7 at the University of Colorado
in Boulder.
The award was voted by the
coaches and performers at the
event.
Eaton, from Scottsdale, Ariz.,
defending Western Athletic Conference champion in floor exercise,
won his event with a score of
9:315 out of 10.
Another Lobo squad member,
Jim Hruban, won the all-around

Wrestlers Win 17-13;

event which is made up of six UNM, 8.525; Kirk Rose, CSU,
Olympic events. These are floor 8.525.
Side :U01·se-1. Tom Galioto,
exercise, side horse, long horse,
parallel bars, and the high ba1•. UNM, 9.15; 2. Scardina, Denver,
Hruban's !J.1 score on the rings 9.05; 3. Ramsey, BYU, 8.9.
Rings-1. Del Strange, CSU,
was the best of his career and
9.25;
2..Jim Hruban, UNM, 9.1;
gave him second ]llace in that
3.
John
Rice, ASU, 9.05; 4. Dave
event.
Carriere,
UNM, 9.0.
Finishing behind llruban were
Parallel
Bars-1. tie Bob Mana,
Rich Pomranz from Colorado and
UNM,
9.0;
Pat Edwards, ColoDaryl Bair from Arizona State.
Twelve teams entered the Rocky
, ..
;•'}
•
~~
!1
Mountain meet and there were 4511 ..~ -4,A..t • ~
art..
~..~
A v.; 7 f ,-;,.. (,
V
••·Y'J•
50 contenders per event. Of these,
~
i
eight men qualified for the finals.
Ornamental Iron Gift Shop
Results :from the meet:
1818 Central S.E.
Floor Exercise-!. Stormy EaSpecial Christmas
ton, UNM, 9,35; 2. Doug Boger,
Arizona, 8.6; 3, tie Dana Shelly,

o·

Ortega Gets Pinned
Coach Ron Jacobsen's wrestlers by John l!'unk, CM, 12-9;
defeated Colorado Mines 17-13
130-Curtis Wilson, UNM, dec.
Friday night to even their sea- Rick Brooks, CM 7-5;
son record at 1-1.
137-Rudy Griego, UNM, dec.
But the win left UNM with a
Dan Kerst, CM, 12-0;
respected impression of this
145-Tony Gallegos, UNM, dec.
Golden, Colo. technical school. Na- Allen Patterson, CM, 5-4;
tional College division champion
152-Dale Scott, UNM, dec.
Don Morrison pinned UNM's 167- Matt Go!ik, CM, 3-1;
pound defending WAC champ
:Fredericks, UNM,
Rick Ortega in 1:33 of the first dec160-George
by Bob Morrison, CM, 9-3;
period.
167-Rick Ortega, UNM, pinIt was the first such loss for
ned
by Don Morrison, CM, 1:33,
Ortega, an Albuquerque native
1st;
who came to UNM right off a
177-Fred Paynter, UNM, and
state high school championship
Dennis
Ferrera, CM, drew, 1-1;
team two years' ago.
HWT-Roger Brown, UNM,
The final results:
123-Phil Walker, UNM, dec. dec, Steve Humphrey, CM, 7-0.

Must Play On Sloppy Field

couple of acres reminiscent of from poor footing are too plentiful.
no man's land.
The grass grows in tufts which
That's because the UNM soccer
are
in lumps all over the field.
club and team have :received no
lnstead
of having a smooth surfinancial assistance in recent
face
like
University Stadium, the
years for maintenance of a suitfield
is
covered
with clumps of
able field for a sport which often
grass
whi!!h
make
injuries more
demands more stamina than basketball, and often has more in- prevalent.
But despite the poor field conjured knees than football.
ditions,
the team still holds its
Ali Selahvarzi, a junior majorgames
and
practice sessions.
ing in chemical engineering, has
Selahvarzi,
who has both ankles
rejuvenated UNM soccer-a sport
sprained,
says
th(l t(lam will start
which has come and gone at UNM
pla:ring
games
regularly ne:Kt
in l'ecent years.
semester.
Right
now, the club
The soccer club, which plays its
games on the area directly east needs more members and he enof the flickerball "fields on John- eourages those interested to tryson Gym's east side, has two out during their Sunday aftergames each week (usually on noon games.
The organization, has five clubs
Sundays), and practices twice a
within its nucleus. They are the
week.
But the team's biggest prob- African team, Shaheen, Menaul,
lem is the poor field condition. The Bo:rsche :Kickers, and the North
field is in sucl• poor condition that American Soccer Club.
sprained ankles and twisted knees

7

Western Clinic Next For U NM Gymnasts

'i
i

Lobo ·Soccer Club l-Ias Woes;
When the time comes for the
UNM basketball team to play it
has use of a bright shiny hardwood floor.
When the footballers play football, they enjoy use of a soft
grassy field.
But when the UNM soccer club
takes to the field, all it has is a
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Old Town-842-8022
Open evenings
until 9:00

Baske

Shop

rado, 9.0; 3. tie, John Cha1·zuk,
UNM, 8.7; 3. Ron Barretta, CSU,
8.7.
Long Horse-1. Cliff Gauthiere,
Denver, 9.125; 2. Rich McConnell,
UNM, 8.825; 3. Shropshire, Arizona, 8.550,
High Bm·-1. Dicl< Hammers,
CSU, 9.425; 2. Bob Manna, UNM,
9.225; 3. Ben Blea, Colorado,
9.025.

Free Irish pennywith $5.00 purchase
and mention of this ad.
Hours 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Heights-265-5951
5218 Menaul NE
Open to 5:30,
Fridays t:o 9:00

Improving Lobo Bowlers
Finish Second At Meet.
The Lobo Travelers, UNM students competing in bowling and
billiards, improved in both sports
following a recent meet of the
Sstate Recreation Conference at
J,as Cruces.
The competition came in the
third round of play, on the New
Mexico State University campus.
The UNM girls bowling team
was paced by Prudy McLanahan,
who was high scorer and high
average bowler of the conference.
She defeated an Eastern New
Mexico University competitor by
over 100 pins, to highlight the
win, Miss McLanahan was :fol·
lowed in scoring by Phyllis Isenhower, Barbara Harper, Cheryl
Hartwig, and Vicki Novano.
The men bowlers were led by
Scott Cary who took the high
men's score of the event. The
Lobo team finished a close second to host NMSU. George Maples, Tom Pierce, Lany Lenoch,

and Jim Gillespie rounded out
scoring for UNM.
Daniel Zwilling had an easy
time in billiards as he beat the
only other challenger present. He
defeated Larry Le Vasseur of
New Mexico Military Institute by
scores of 50/46 and 50/20.
The table tennis team, which
has fared well in the past, didn't
compete at Las Cruces.

I
Shop the Basket Shop

Toomy, a seven pound mynah
bird owned by F. B. Adcock of
Surprize, Ariz. can speak 17 different languages-none well.
Robert, a seven pound brain
tumor, fooled doctors in Sam Norwood, Texas, when he ejected
himself from the head o:f Ralph
Schmidlap after Schmidlap drank
three gallons of naptha: at a New
Year's eve party.
Jack Dalton, 23, of Baltimore,
Md. has two stomachs.

"My best shirts get
ripped to shreds
when I wear your
after shave~

AMPEX

I

SOLID STATE PORTABLE
CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER
•

i

Pla~s

any CasseUe tape

• Big, full sound anywhere
• BaUery powered, weighs only 21'1
pounds
• Includes fast forward
• Single control, capstan drive, no
wow or tiUiter

·~

~ft .,.

AMPEX M•cRa 12 PLAYS

~
•

I

~
~

RECORDS, TOOl

• nomoto control dY•
namlc microphone
• VU Moler for perfeet conUol

• Ua!'J mike plus line
inputs

• Ooloxc carrying
case:

special $9.95 lope bonus oil•• wilh you1 pur~hase of an~
Ampex lncampsr:JbJe.

Soncl for your

Listen To The
Sounds of Christmas

~~

L

.

control
• Battery operated

Hai Karate® After Shave and Cologne. We even put
instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's
why you'll want to wear our nearly indestructible
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket when you wear
Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime •
Just tell us your size (s,m,l) and send
one empty Hai Karate carton, with
$4 (check or money order), for each
Hal Karate Lounging Jacket to:
Hal Karate, P.O. Box 41A, Mt. Vernon,
N.Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can
be a little iess careful how you use it.

$29.88

~

ft

• Single lever tape

We keep warning you to be careful how you use

pratlically rip•proof
Hai Karate

Lounging Jacket,

~
ff
(at the Trlanglo) :l55-1695_ :rf
Near the

Univt~rslty

301 T Monte VIsta NE

.
~~'~J!t/«.~~~~~~

Allow 6 woeks for delivery, Olior oxpiro$ April1, 196~. II your favorite $ltlro ls temporarily out ol Hai Karate, k013p asking •.

-
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It'll Be A Busy Week For The Lobos
CU, St. Mary's,
4- Team Tourney
Highlight Week
By MIKE PERRY
Sparts Editor
After this week is over, Coach
Bob King and his troops will welcome the Christmas tradition of
getting rather than giving.

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1967 MONTESA SCORPION; competition
AND street Muipped, many extras-See
to believe, MUST SELL. 1968 Husq.
varna 360cc- $13550 bike goes to best
offt2r over $900. World's foremost motocross machine. Both at 216 Maple, NE.
S 0 NY S T ERE 0 hns Garrard record
changer, excellent fidelity, like new, price
open, evenings 898-1709.
1963 FORD FALCON FUTURA. One own·
cr. Air -conditioner, rndio. Excellent COlJ.w
ditlon, 49,000 mi. 277-2922. 247-4884.

WOODEN YOU? Hand carved boxes,
Tenkwood trays, Ebony letter openers
and chess sets, wild wooden chests. Do
Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
OLD ROLL-TOP DESK, good condition,
$110. Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
242-2018.
HAND-TOOLED wide leather watch bands,
wide leather belts with big brass buck·
les. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
PERSONALS
EVELYN WOOD Reading Dynamics will
improve your reading speed measurably.
For proof come in for a free mini-lesson
every Monday night in the Union, room
250A at 6:30 p.m.
PLAYBOY & NEWSWEEK available now
before rate increases on Jan. 1. These
make excellent gifts for ChristmM &
Chnnuka. Other magazines at student
rate. include PSYCHOLOGY TODAY,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, ESQUffiE.
The American Bank of Cemmerce in the
Union hos the details.
HELPI-Albuquerque Job Cerps Women
need reading material. Old magazines,
books, etc., should be left in the Lobo
office. Or call Jan 277-4202, 1-3 Mon.Thurs.

WANTED - Riders to Salt Lnke City.
Leave Dee. 20 or 21, call 265·1178 after
12:00 p.m.
NOTICE COEDS - Girl, 19, wants to
share your apartment and expenses,
near UNM campus. Please call 298-8806.
WOULD you believe ••• SCUBA DIVING
dul'inR Christmaa 'Yaeatlon at Lu Vegas,
Nevad!l7 CnD: Seth, 842-8014; Jnst
ehanee Dec. 19.
I RAVE " ring for her filllter, a n'bbon for
her hair, or a groovie Christmas goodie.
Sign of the Pampered Malden, 2937
Monte Vista NE on the Triangle).
GIVE your folks READERS DIGEST for
Christmas. It's cheaP-Only $1.99 a year
---&every month they will remember your
December kindness. Go by the American
Bank of Cemmerce in the SUB.
MlSC
FOR YOUR Christmas groomllllt try the
Cellege Inn Barbershop, 303 Ash N.E.
242-0008.

SERVICES
TYPING-Term Papers, theses, ete. 2688908. 500 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reportsprograms - letters - CHRISTMAS LETTERS - notices of meetings - les.oM.
Prompt-efficient-reasonable. Call 2567373.
ROOM &BOARD
UNM STUDENTS - PART WITH USModern accomodations with a large .llarking lot. 243-2881.

That's because his team will be
giving their time to four opponents in the space of six days.
Hopefully, they'll be getting
presents in the form of basketball victories during this c1·ucial
period. Right now they're 5-0 on
the season, and hope to increase
their ranking.
In Bolder Tonite
Tonight, they'll be in Boulder,
Colo. to me~t the University of
Colorado-a team which at this
point is the best bet to end the
UNM five-game winning streak.
The Buffaloes are 5-1 or. the season, and have a one-point win
over USC-a team which beat
highly regarded Houston by 20
points.
But assistant coach, Chuck
Gardner feels his team will have
its hands full with UNM and
isn't laying any bets on a CU
win.
"I've never seen a team this
good before," he said. We've got
a bunch of tall boys, but they are
sophomores and juniors," he said.
Thought Willie Tops
"I saw Willie Long in Indiana,
and he's the best I've seen," he
said. "And if a boy that good isn't
starting then you've got tO' be
good," he added.
On Tuesday, the Lobos will
return to University Arena to
meet little St. Mary's College of
California-a school with an enrollment of 900. This should be
another win for the Lobos.
Then on Friday, the third annual Lobo Invitational will be
underway and features San Francisco University, and top eastern
'Schools, Temple and Fordham.
The Lobos have won the tournament every year its been held,
and they'll be out to win it again.
Meets UTEP Again
UNM then plays its final game
before Christmas will be the following Monday· when it journeys
down to El Paso to meet the
Texas Miners.
Speaking of the Miners, every
Lobo fan knows that coach Don
Haskins and his crew will be out
to show UNM how good they can
play on their own home grounds.
The Lobos escaped with a close
65-61 victory over UTEP Saturday, as four Lobo starters had
double-figured scoring.
Greg Howard, Willie Long, and

Petie Gibson had 13, while Steve
Shropshire had 12.
Four Hit Double
UTEP also had four starters
hitting double figures. Nate (The
Roller Skate) Archibald proved
he was good as the UTEP people
said he was, as he popped in 20
point'S for the Miners. Teammates
Mike Switzer had 13, with Andrew White getting 12, and Pies
Vann hitting 10.
But the fast-moving Miners
gave the Lobos trouble with their
ragged zone defense which forced
many UNM shots from the outside. UNM hit 23 of 55 shots for
a poor 42 per cent.
The Miners, who work patiently
for a sure shot, hit 21 of 40 for
52· per cent.
Game Was Tops
The game was one of the most
exciting at the Arena as UTEP
took its first lead with 13 minutes
left in the first half and held it
until midway through the second.
UNM had to battle back from
five and six point deficits before
Gibson's layup with 5:10 to
play gave UNM the lead for
good at 52-51.
After this shot, UTEP committed two personals and Ron
Sanford and Stretch Howard
added four straight free throws
to sew the game up at 56-51.
David Losses-Big G Wins
Friday night's game with Occidental was the David and Goliath variety. But in this case,
little David turned out to be the
victim as UNM took an easy
100-63 win.
The game wasn't exciting until
UNM extended its score into the
high 90s and fans began scream-

ART
SUPPLIES

ing. for 100.
With UNM ahead 94-61 and
1:09 to play, Sanford connected
on a jumper giving the Lobos 96
points. Then UNM got the ball
two straight times on turnovers

with Sanford getting the 98th,
and 100 points.
Sanford topped UNM scoring
with 22, while Howard followed
with 19, and Long and Ron Becker had 15.

LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

Acres~

From John•on Gym

BlACKJACKS

Hope you don't mine the pun.

JEWELERS
(399 Feet West of Louisiana on Menaul)
Open Evenings Until9:00 P.M. Except Sat.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

WWii!W
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics
207 Dartmouth Dr., NE; 265-6761 Sponsored by Lyceum

The best way to find out what the course is all
about is to attend an hour-long lesson. The
mini-lesson will introduce you to your classroom procedures. It will show you how we extend your retention and recall. It will give you
a glimpse of our sessions on new study techniques. You might even leave the mini-lesson
reading faster than when you came in.
,,
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Every Monday Night
SUB-Room 250A 6:30 P.M.
also
Fri., Jan. 3 and Jan. 11
At The Institute
Classes Begin Jan. 13, 14, 16

ul know thewav. home

I

Vol. 72
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Tuesday, December 17, 1968

U. Classes To

20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oils -& Water Colon
Brushes - Canvas
Po nels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & Mote

___________________________________..,....,.___________________

with mv eves closed:
Then you know the wa~' too well.
Because driving an old farnlliar route can make you
drowsy, even when you're rested.
When that happens, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoztil Action Aids. ~rhey'lf help you
drive home with your eyes open.
NoDoz Action Alds. No car should be without them.

•r.t-1. C1968 Brislol-Myeu Co.

--------------------------------~-----------.......... --~-·-·-···

Thursday and Friday classes
have been cancelled.
In a joint announcement issued
this morning, Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
and Academic Vice President
Chester Travelstead said school
"will end after Wednesday's
classes."
"It is more a preventative measure than a reaction to an epidemic," said Lavender.
The decision was based on "a
very strong recommendation"
from Dr. A. K. Young, director of
the student health services.
"I recommended that we close
the place to avert an epidemic after discussing the situation with
the other doctors," said Young.
"We had about 200 cases yesterday and by the weekend we could
have the dorms filled with students stuck there for a week,''
Young said.
"If it was just ahead of the
holidays it would make sense to
take a chance, but with only thz:ee
days of classes involved it seems
to make better sense not to run
the risks," he added.
Young described the sickness
as· "a virus infection-a vicious
type which lasts about a week."
Lavender said that all functions of the university except
classes will remain in operation.

~nd

Wedn
Court Levies Fine
On Two Senators

.

Student Court found newly didates were informed of election
elected senators Rob Knight and rules and regulations at a special
Doug MacCurdy guilty of violat- meeting held by Anne Knight two
ing election procedures in an in- weeks before voting. The rules
.,
junction hearing last night.
for campaigning were also stapled
....
Knight and MacCurdy were to the petitions handed to each
' .............
ordered to pay a $10 fine for post- candidate, Olmi said.
ing campaign literature on perAnne Knight said she telemanent fixtures. They were told phoned Terri Johnson, another
by the court justices that their member of the elections commitsenatorial seats would be enjoined tee, and asked her to remind the
until the fine is paid. The court defendants that no campaign litfound the $15 fine asked for in erature could be posted on perthe injunction arbitrary and manent fixtures. The signs were
capriciou.s.
still on the trees and posts all the
Olmi Asks Injunction
way up the hill between Yale and
Toni Olmi, chairman of the Mesa Vista Road at 2 p.m. on
•elections committee', asked for the election day, said Miss Knight.
injunction against Knight and
Knight Tells MacCurdy
MacCurdy when he was informed
MacCurdy said he realized they
by Anne Knight, a member of the
election committee, that campaign • had violated the rules only when
literature was found posted on he heard about the violation from
Doug MacCurdy and Rob Knight trash cans, trees, and lamp posts. Rob Knight. "As soon as I heard
await Student Court decision.
Olmi emphasized that the can- I sent people down to remove
them,'' he said. He cited examples
he had seen of other violations in
the Union on election day. Campaign stickers were on signs in
tthe Union and one candidate
marked on the sidewalks and
building with chalk, he said.
Knight concurred with MacCurdy and added be felt the $15
fine asked by Olmi was too stil':
The Thanksgiving Day Fast activities and views of NSA, he
Olmi said he and the electiq~ "
consists of an effort on the part said. "I believe that publicity is committee decided to request a
of NSA to get students to give up the key to the job of coordinator. $15 fine becaus~ thE:y felt the vioone meal during Thanksgiving
lation morL severe than f~>lling to
break and to give the money they By publicity I don't mean just the file campaign expenditures which
would have spent on the meal to use of the news media but actually de:..1ands a $10 penalty.
bringing information about NSA
poverty workers.
There was one other sign posted
Wright feels that he must get to the students personally."
illegally during the elections in
out and make personal contact
"I think the nature of my work the education complex but after a
with a wide spectrum of people as NSA coordinator is and should warning it was removed, Olmi
in order to better publicize the be controversial," Wright said.
said.
-~
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Student Court

Tops Write-Ins

Manuel Wright Gets NSA Post
By ROY CORNELIUS
Staff Writer

"Student alienation wins again,''
said UNM's newly elected campus National Student Association (NSA) coordinator Manuel
Wright.
Wright was elected to the office
of NSA coordinator by a write-in
vote of 23 to 18 over another
write-in opponent, Jerry Koury.
Awaiting Decision
Wright is currently awaiting a
decision from President Heady
regarding the appeal of a Student
Standards Committee ruling suspending Wright for the remainder of the academic year. He was
accused of interfering with educational processes after participating in an . anti-Naval demonstration which purportedly disrupted the weekly drill of UNM's
Naval ROTC.
The NSA coordinator acts as
a coordinating agent between this
campus and the NSA at the national level. NSA sponsors several activities at the local campus level which the NSA corrdinator promotes in conjunction with
interested campus organizations.
Past NSA activities include tne
promotion of student discounts
with local merchants in exchange

for free advertising; the securing
of student tutors to help children
with academic weaknesses; and
the promotion of bargain rates
for students traveling in foreign
countries.
Will Continue Policies
Wright said he plans to con•ti)'l\ue these past activities as
much as possible but that he
hopes to expand the role of coordinator in other areas.
Wright said he would like to
work actively with senators and
with campus organizations. "I
want to work to extend democratic ideals on this campus,'' he
said; "I would like to see greater
participation and cooperation between opposing groups in campus
activities,'' he said.
Wright plans to work with student organizations studying library problems and investigating
the policies of the Associated Students Bookstore.
NSA Views
NSA's political views range
from support of Black power to
opposition to the war in Viet
Nam, Wright stated. NSA also
sponsors such activities as a
Thanksgiving Day Fast and
studies of problems concerning
students like narcotics and the
draft, he added.

Dorm Visitation Success
During Weekend's Trials
BySTEVELAPRADE
Staff Writer
There were no incidents or
problems reported in the first
week llf visiting progral11B for
women in the four men's dorms.
Harold Menniger, Mesa Vista's
head resident; Tom Keryk, Onate
president; Joe Petranovich, Pueblo House governor in Coronado;
and Kent Winchester, Alvarado
president, reported to the Lobo
that the visiting programs had
been a success.
Dr. E. J, Smith, director of
housing, said it was too early to
tell, but the programs appeared
to b!! a success despite the fact

that on the visiting nights, many
dorm residents went to the UNM
basketball games against the
University o£ Texas at El Paso
and against Oceidental.
The programs, approved by the
UNM Housing Committee Dec. 3,
allow male dorm residents to
take women up to their rooms
and close the doors. Women have
to be signed in and out at the
dorm's maln dcslc.
The visiting programs take
pluce in the evening from 7 p.m.
to 12 p.m. Coronado and Onate
have their visiting programs
every Friday night, Alvarado
Saturday night, and Mesa Vista
every Sunday night.

Against NSA fund Withdrawal

Wright Requests Injunction
By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
A temporary injunction has
been granted to block National
Student Association (NSA' coordinator Phil Ingram from making a monetary withdrawal of
NSA funds.
Student Court issued the injunction after NSA coordinatorelect Manuel Wright issued a
formal complaint against the fund
withdrawal by Ingram.
In answer to the complaint,
Ingram said he was only trying
to make a $350 withdrawal. He
said that $50 of the NSA funds
were his own money which he had
put in the NSA account to cover
the cost of student theatre discount seats. Ingram said the other
$300 was to cover a signed conIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIII

Bulletin
Voters in Bernalillo County
passed the educational surtax by
a 3 to 2 margin in a special elec·
tion yesterday.
Monday's turn out was the
heaviest in a school election with
over 36,000 persons voting.
The surtax will provide $3.08
million to finance Albuquerque
public schools for the second semester of the 1968-1969 school
year.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnl~

tract with Commonwealth Theatres and NSA.
The restraining injunction was
granted until the Student Court
takes further action. Unless an
immediate need for the funds can
be shown, no action will take place
until after the Christmas holidays. The injunction enjoined the
business office to stop payment
on the request by Ingram.
Wright Write-In Victor
Wright, who was elected NSA
coordinator by a write-in vote in
Friday's election, could not be
reached for comment. Wright was

one of three students (incl.tding.•
Allen Cooper and Larry Russell)
who was suspended for his activities in a "watch-in" demonstration
at Zimmerman Field during Naval ROTC drills. His suspension is
now under consideration by UNM
President Ferrel Heady. Wright
has been allowed to attend classes
while Heady is considering the
case.
_
Ingram said the deadline!
the NSA-Commonwealth Th
contract payment was Oc
but an extension had been!.
ed.
~
~
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U's Student Vo
Amend Constitution
The results of the recent UNM
election are complete, and the
University ·constitution has been
amended in two areas;
The amendments, which supported a senatorial election committee and an activity fee on both
graduate and undergraduate students, "Served to streamline the
constitution and make it mechanically sound," said Toni Olmi.
Stude'nts also voiced disapproval of the performance of the
cheerleaders by a tally of 556 for
and 821 against, while the Chaparrals received approval 837 for
and 560 against.
Carla Dunlap, Chaparral lead-

er was quite thrilled. "We've been
trying to be different with our
routines this year, working in
conjunction with the band.
We were all very anxious to
get the results. We're a very cooperative group this year that has
really worked hard."
Judy King, the head cheerlead(>!' said, "I think that it was a
p;ood idea because we want to
know that the students were dissatisfied. I was disappointed because no reason was given why
they were dissatisfied and with
criticism we could do some more
work."
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